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In many cyber physical systems the computation platform has to host multiple
applications (e.g. image recognition and voice recognition) with arbitrary
computation and concurrency patterns [1].

To efficiently host the diverse processing requirements, designs employ Dynamic
Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS).

To further enhance the optimization potential, we proposed to interleave dynamic
parallelism with conventional DVFS (called PVFS).

 DVFS/PVFS reduce up to 50% energy, however, they induce unpredictability in terms
of pipeline latency and reconfiguration time [2].

Since many CPS, like automobile controller, commonly impose strict timing
deadlines, existing designs avoid using DVFS/PVFS.

In this work we systematically explore essential components to make PVFS
predictable for use in CPS.
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Component Requirement

Predictable 
processing

Deterministic processing elements avoid deep pipelines and branch predictors

Predictable data 
access

Caches are inherently unpredictable use scratchpad whenever possible

Predictable data 
access network

Packet switching is unpredictable use circuit switching at least locally

Predictable 
configuration

Use bus based reconfiguration network that is predictable

Predictable DVFS Use worst case for estimating the voltage scaling

Modifications to the control flow

Requirements for predictable components

 In conventional PVFS performance and the resources are constantly monitored. 
 The platform ensures that it operates at the minimum voltage/frequency that 

guarantees the required performance. 
 Upon availability of new resources, the system checks whether paralleling the 

application induces speedup. 
 Given that speedup is possible, the application is parallelized and the frequency 

lowered to enhance energy efficiency.
 A drawback of this methodology is that it incurs unpredictability in terms of pipeline 

latency, reconfiguration time, and voltage scaling.
 Mitigate interdependence of various applications on each other.
Add additional monitors to check if the parallelism and scaling can be achieved in a

predictable manner.

Targeted application

Motion sensor
Rotation snesorRNN embedded 

in car

CNN for image 
recognition

Image

On-chip processing

Control

Alarm

Driver assistance and autonomous driving.
Computing platform hosts two applications neural networks in parallel.
The Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) receives data from sensors to detect
anomalies in control.
 The CNN detects dangerous objects from captured images.
 The RNN also receives data from CNN.

 Predictability insured at two levels: (i) component level and (ii) control level.
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Figure 1. Dynamic Parallelism voltage and frequency scaling

Figure 2. Targeted application

Figure 3. Predictability levels

Figure 4. Proposed platform

Figure 5. Conventional control vs proposed control
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